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Заключительный этап
Вариант 1
Task 1. Максимум 18 баллов
Listen to 6 questions and answer them in a written form. Each question will be repeated
twice. You will have 2 minutes after each question. Write not less than 40 words for each
point.
Task 2. аксимум 6 баллов
Listen to the picture descriptions and choose A, B or C.
1)

a.

b.
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b.

c.
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a.
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6)
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Task 3. Максимум 10 баллов
Listen to the song and fill in the missing words or phrases. After listening to it, write its
summary 30 - 40 words long.
Sometimes, I feel the fear of
Uncertainty 1. _________________
And I can't help but ask myself how much I'll let the fear
Take 2. _________________
3. __________________ and it seems to have a vague
Haunting mass 4 __________________
But 5. _________________ I am beginning to find that I
Should be the one 6. _________________

Whatever tomorrow brings I'll be there
With open arms and open eyes, yeah
Whatever tomorrow brings I'll be there
I'll be there
So if I decide 7. _________________
Chance to be one of the 8_________________
Will I choose water 9. _________________
And hold my 10. _________________ and drive?
11. _________________ and it 12. _________________
That everyone else 13. _________________
But lately I am beginning to find that when I drive myself
My 14. _________________
…
Task 4. Максимум 10 баллов
Find mistakes in the following sentences and correct them.
1. I was completely disappointed when I failed my exam.
2. I’m afraid I would like to do a serious complaint.
3. When you decide what to study, you must make a planned choice.
4. The holiday I went on last year was a full disaster.
5. Getting on a diet will help you.
6. Everything will be much easier when we will start using new program.
7. The bed-room has a big window, what makes it really cosy.
8. Eventually, I would like to thank you all for coming.
9. Travel is a great method to broaden the mind.
10. Her films make science interesting to common people.

Task 5. Максимум 10 баллов
If you were a Brit, what would you do or how would you react in the following situations?
Write your answer using 10 - 15 words for each point.
1. Someone stops you in the street to say hello but you haven’t the faintest idea who they are.
Being British you …
2. You’re in a long queue at the supermarket and you notice a cashier logging on at the next till.
Being British you …
3. When you experience the first spell of mild weather in spring, being British you …
4. You know the directions you’ve just received are wholly incorrect but being British you …
5. When someone bumps violently into you in the street, being British you …
6. When the stylist makes a complete hash of your haircut but asks you if you like it, being British
you …

Task 6. Максимум 5 баллов
Match the title of a film, series or cartoon with its adapted Russian translation.
Original English Title

Russian Adaptation of the Title

1.

“The Originals”

A. «Понты»

2.

“Die Hard”

B.

3.

“Everybody Loves Sunshine” C. «Не угаснет надежда»

4.

“Jack and Jill”

D. «Клиника»

5.

“Breaking Bad”

E.

«Форсаж»

6.

“All is Lost”

F.

«Лесная братва»

7.

“Over the Hedge”

G. «Древние»

8.

“The Fast and the Furious”

H. «Головоломка»

9.

“Scrubs”

I.

«Такие разные близнецы»

J

«Крепкий орешек»

10. “Inside Out”

«Во все тяжкие»

Task 7. Максимум 10 баллов
You work as a marketing manager for an advertising company. You’ve been given a task to
promote the product that is presented in the picture.
You should:
1. Create a slogan for the banner where the image of the product will be placed (5-10 words);
2. Write a text for a blogger to promote the product on the blogger’s YouTube channel (100120 words);
3. Describe how the product could be placed (promoted) in a movie or series by giving exact
information about the scene (180-220 words).

Apple Watch

Task 8. Максимум 12 баллов
Read the poem below and think of a word or a phrase which best fits each gap.
Oft I had heard of Lucy Gray,
And when I crossed the Wild,
I chanced to see at break of 1._______
2. _________________________.
No Mate, no comrade Lucy 3. _______;
She dwelt on a wild Moor,
4. _________________________
Beside a human door!
5. _________________________,
The Hare upon the Green;
But the sweet face of Lucy Gray
Will never more be 6. _______.
"Tonight will be a stormy night,
7. _________________________,
And take a lantern, Child, to 8. _______
Your Mother through the snow."
"That, Father! will I gladly do;
'Tis scarcely 9. _______ —
The Minster-clock has just struck two,
10. _________________________!"
At this the Father raised his hook
And snapped a faggot-band;
He plied his work, and Lucy 11. _______
12. _________________________.

Task 9. Максимум 9 баллов
Read the text below and decide which answer in the scheme best fits each gap. Your answer
should contain three letters.
Open Voices is a community choir based in the town of Kingston, in Ontario, Canada. It
was founded last year by a man called Andy Rush, an accomplished musician with a 16-year (1)
record as a choir director.
Andy began by researching the way other community choirs were (2), before deciding on
the (3) he wished to use for his own choir. He then advertised for people to come and try out the
choir. There were no auditions and a (4) in music was not necessary.

The purpose of the trial session was simply to give people the opportunity to sing in a choir
and get a (5) for the experience before making any (6) to it. In order to (7) the barriers that can
prevent people from joining groups like this, he provided transportation, childcare, and subsidised
membership fees for those who needed them. His goal was to make Open Voices inclusive and
welcoming, and to (8) people from a variety of musical, cultural and social environments.

Andy expected 50 or 60 responses to his advertisement. In the event, 279 people (9) an
interest in joining the choir. In order to (10) everyone, the choir had to be (11) into two groups,
each one rehearsing on a different day. Open Voices has now held several (12) successful concerts
and has many more planned for the future.

Task 10. Максимум 10 баллов
You are going to read an article about a wildlife cameraman called Doug Allan. Put the
words in the parts of the sentences in the right order. For questions 1 — 5 choose the answer
(A, B, C or D) which you think fits best according to the text.
Example:
00. of by nature you’ve documentary amazed polar footage ever a if been bears in,
01. been filmed by it’s him probably.
Answer:
00. If you’ve ever been amazed by footage of polar bears in a nature documentary,
01. it’s probably been filmed by him.
Doug Allan films wild animals in cold places. If you’ve ever been amazed by footage of
polar bears in a nature documentary, it’s probably been filmed by him. His perfect temperature,
he says, is -18°C. Allan trained as a marine biologist and commercial diver. Diving was his first
passion, where he learned about survival in cold places. His big break came when a TV crew
turned up in Antarctica, where Allan was working, to film a wildlife documentary. “I ended up
taking the crew to different places, and after 48 hours I realised that being a wildlife cameraman
ticked all the boxes: travel, adventure, underwater.”
1.
2.
3.

worked wildlife now and series major he many a top has is on TV cameraman.
“good came a time I along at.
I started when

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

, had hardly the been to Antarctic anyone.
had people you coral
people elephant, people chimpanzee.
man the just I cold became.
all on film captured waiting to sequences amazing it were be just these like was.”
technology the years 35 started basic communications was ago camera and he very when.
“it to today easier is certainly film.
then shot something you if,
had to remember it you.
Today, with technology digital,
shoot immediately it a and can at you lot look.
what next needed you used to have shots you think to,
you missed had and what.
less shot you.
very film expensive was.
have you too today can material much.”

“My value is field experience in cold conditions. I have a feel for it. I have spent so much
time on sea ice it now feels like crossing the street. I do get cold toes but the poles are healthy
places. There are no leeches, no diseases or mosquitoes.” Wildlife filming, Allan says, is full of
great successes, but also failures and embarrassments. Once, he was in the Orkneys to film
kittiwakes. Unfortunately he could not identify which birds they were.
20. when major sequences in for recently Land film Kong Karls a series to permission TV Allan
got,
21. Ocean of Arctic a group the in islands,
22. expect he assignment an not did easy.
23. world off and polar but foolish fearless strictly limits most is all of is or a the it bears to.
24. in April Usually -32°C,
25. snow in and deep is the a nightmare hauling cameras the vicious is wind.
26. watching snow the 23 day in more five days a walking and slopes for or dens hours polar after
bear,
27. however, just her cub bear Allan had and seen one mother.
28. 24 day By, though, says he,
29. world in he was bear living,
30. speed at bear, senses bear with.
“We find a new hole and wait. We shuffle, hop, bend, stretch and run to stay warm. Five
hours of watching and then with no warning at all I catch a glimpse so brief that I almost miss it.
But the camera’s locked on the hole on full zoom and my eye’s very quickly on the viewfinder.
Nothing for a couple of seconds and then an unmistakable black nose. Nose becomes muzzle,
grows bigger to become full head and in less than a minute she has her front legs out and is resting
on the snow in front of the hole. She’s looking at me but she’s not bothered. I’ve just taken a closeup, thinking this can’t get much better… when she sets off on a long slide down the slope. I’d
swear it’s partly in sheer pleasure,” he recounts, adding that two cubs then appeared at the den
entrance. “Clearly it’s their first view of the world… It’s show time on the slopes and we have
front-row seats.”
Now Allan would like to make his own film about climate change in the Arctic, talking to
the people who live there and experience the impact of it first hand. He says he would be able to
make an extraordinary documentary.

1. What do we learn about Allan in the first paragraph?
A.
Becoming a cameraman suited the interests he already had.
B.
Finding work as a cameraman allowed him to remain in Antarctica.
C.
He had to train as a diver in order to become a wildlife cameraman.
D.
He was given the chance to work as a cameraman by a TV crew he met.
2. What does Allan say about the first documentaries he worked on?
A.
They were shorter than those he makes nowadays.
B.
He would have liked to have been able to choose where he worked.
C.
He has very clear memories of them.
D.
Most of what he filmed was new to viewers.
3. Why does Allan compare spending time on sea ice to crossing the street?
A.
He thinks it presents a similar level of danger.
B.
It requires skills that can be used in winter conditions anywhere.
C.
It is an ordinary occurrence for him.
D.
He has learnt to approach it in the same way.
4. When Allan had been on Kong Karls Land for a while, he began to
A.
stop worrying about the dangers he was facing.
B.
feel a deep understanding of how polar bears lived.
C.
get used to the terrible conditions for filming.
D.
be more hopeful that one bear would lead him to others.
5. What feeling does Allan describe in the fifth paragraph?
A.
delight at being able to move around after waiting quietly for ages
B.
panic when he nearly fails to film a fantastic sequence
C.
concern that he has disturbed an adult female with her young
D.
amazement at being lucky enough to capture some great shots
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Task 1. Максимум 18 баллов
Listen to 6 questions and answer them in a written form. Each question will be repeated
twice. You will have 2 min to write your answers in your answer sheets. Write not less than
50 words.
Task 2. Максимум 6 баллов
Listen to the picture descriptions and choose A, B or C.
1)

a.

b.
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a.

b.

c.
3)

a.

b.

c.
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Task 3. Максимум 10 баллов
Listen to the song and fill in the missing words or phrases. After listening to it, write its
summary 30 - 40 words long.
Sometimes, I feel the fear of
Uncertainty 1 _________________
And I can't help but ask myself how much I'll let the fear
Take 2. _________________
3. _________________ and it seems to have a vague
Haunting mass 4_________________
But 5. _________________ I am beginning to find that I
Should be the one 6. _________________

Whatever tomorrow brings I'll be there
With open arms and open eyes, yeah
Whatever tomorrow brings I'll be there
I'll be there
So if I decide 7. _________________
Chance to be one of the 8. _________________
Will I choose water 9. _________________
And hold my 10. _________________and drive?
11. _________________ and it 12. _________________
That everyone else 13. _________________
But lately I am beginning to find that when I drive myself
My 14. _________________
…
Task 4. Максимум 10 баллов
Find mistakes in the following sentences and correct them.
1. When I did badly in the exam it was a strong disappointment.
2. If you want to lose weight, you need to make a diet.
3. What happened next was a really disaster.
4. If you are too fat, you need to miss some weight.
5. To improve your health you need to do some sacrifices.
6. If you don’t eat healthy food, you won’t have the result you want.
7. Light and water are relevant for all plants to grow.
8. Shall I buy the tickets? How many are we?
9. I think that one should stand up for what one believes in.
10. You have to take in account how much you spend.

Task 5. Максимум 10 баллов
If you were a Brit, what would you do or how would you react in the following situations?
Write your answer using 10 - 15 words for each point.
1. In a restaurant, a young couple at the next table are arguing and causing quite a scene. Being
British you …
2. It’s hurricane season in the Tropics and Storm Wendy is coming your way, destroying
everything in its path. Being British you …
3. The person seated outside of you on the bus is wearing headphones and you need to get off at
the next stop. Being British you …
4. When the lift stops and you exit on the wrong floor, being British you …
5. You’re so proud to wear your brand new outfit to a special social occasion, but when someone
compliments you on it, being British you …
6. You’re at a party chatting with friends, when out of the blue you’re introduced to a moderately
famous person. Trying to play it cool and being British you …

Task 6. Максимум 5 баллов
Match the title of a film, series or cartoon with its adapted Russian translation.
Original English Title

Russian Adaptation of the Title

1.

“Lost”

A.

«1+1»

2.

“Pulp Fiction”

B.

«Гриффины»

3.

“The Intouchables”

C.

«Секретные материалы»

4.

“Fair Game”

D.

«Остаться в живых»

5.

“Family Guy”

E.

«Иллюзия обмана»

6.

“The Departed”

F.

«Области тьмы»

7.

“Limitless”

G. «С большой буквы»

8.

“The X Files”

H. «Игра без правил»

9.

“The Bold Type”

I.

10. “Now You See Me” J

«Отступники»
«Криминальное чтиво»

Task 7. Максимум 10 баллов
You work as a marketing manager for an advertising company. You’ve been given a task
to promote the product that is presented in the picture.
You should:
1. Create a slogan for the banner where the image of the product will be placed (5-10
words);
2. Write a text for a blogger to promote the product on the blogger’s YouTube channel
(100-120 words);
3. Describe how the product could be placed (promoted) in a movie or series by giving
exact information about the scene (180-220 words).

Yandex Station

Task 8. Максимум 12 баллов
Read the poem below and think of a word or a phrase which best fits each gap.
Not blither is the mountain roe,
With many a wanton stroke
Her feet disperse, the powdery 1. _______,
2. _________________________.
The storm came on before its time,
She wandered up and 3. _______,
4. _________________________
But never reached the Town.
The wretched Parents all that 5._______
Went shouting far and wide;
But there was neither sound nor sight
6._________________________.
At day-break on a hill they 7. _______
That overlooked the Moor;
And thence they saw the Bridge of Wood
8. _________________________.
And now they homeward turned, and cried
"In Heaven we all shall 9. _______!"
When in the snow the Mother spied
10. _________________________.
Then downward from the steep hill's edge
They tracked the footmarks 11. _______;
12. _________________________,
And by the long stone-wall.

Task 9. Максимум 9 баллов
Read the text below and decide which answer in the scheme best fits each gap. Your answer
should contain three letters.
Theodor Seuss Geisel, better known as “Dr Seuss”, began writing for children (1) by
chance. During a long sea voyage in 1936, Seuss amused himself by (2) together a nonsense poem
to the rhythm of the ship's engine. Later he illustrated the rhyme and published it as “And to think
that I saw it on Mulberry Street”. Many critics (3) it as Seuss’ best work. A later book, “McElligot’s
Pool”, (4) the first appearance of Seuss’ famous fantasy characters.

“Horton Hatches the Egg” introduces an (5) of morality. Seuss’ reputation as a major
children’s writer was sealed with the publication of “The Cat in the Hat”. This book uses easy-toread words to tell the story of two children alone at home on a rainy day. A cat wearing a tall hat
arrives to entertain them, wrecking their house in the (6). The enthusiastic (7) of this book
delighted Seuss and (8) him to found Beginner Books, a publishing company specialising in easyto-read books for children.

Some of his books have been made into cartoons and one of them, “How the Grinch Stole
Christmas”, was also made into an ingenious and (9) successful feature film starring Jim Carrey.
At one point in his career, Seuss (10) gave up writing for children and (11) his talents to making
documentary films. One of these (12) a great deal of attention and won an Academy Award.

Task 10. Максимум 10 баллов
You are going to read an article about a wildlife cameraman called Doug Allan. Put the
words in the parts of the sentences in the right order. For questions 1 — 5 choose the
answer (A, B, C or D) which you think fits best according to the text.
Example:
00. of by nature you’ve documentary amazed polar footage ever a if been bears in,
01. been filmed by it’s him probably.
Answer:
00. If you’ve ever been amazed by footage of polar bears in a nature documentary,
01. it’s probably been filmed by him.
In 2004, Pen Hadow became the first person to trek to the North Pole alone, without being
resupplied on the way. That meant swimming through unimaginably cold waters, fighting frostbite
and risking encounters with polar bears. Just eight months later, he made a similar trip to the South
Pole. Now he is back in the Arctic again, preparing for an expedition he says is even more
ambitious. Explorers are confident, driven individuals. They have to be. This time, however, there
is far more at stake. Pen and two colleagues will set out on a three- month, 1,000-kilometre trek to
the North Pole, taking detailed measurements of the thickness and density of the ice. Nobody has
ever done this before, and he knows the results will be of vital importance to the scientific
community. This will be the truest picture yet of what global warming is doing to the ice that
covers the polar region.

1. is married to Pen Mary, horsewoman a,
2. a he says has who “spine of steel” love outdoors his of shares the and who.
3. at be home to more she guide his to and business him run helps when worried he’s claims
polar about:
4. “in the danger more he’s motorway that Arctic in in head somewhere his know driving the
along I because he’s.”
5. Fun for, in a foot in once she famous horseback against race event on riders against on
competed mountain people him which.
6. hour Pen ahead her horse and finished Mary of an.
Pen and Mary live in the country with their two children. “It’s much harder to be away
from them this time,” he admits. “They were one and five when I last went, and I made a mistake
in the way I said goodbye.
7. a would son be my it thought good to to idea I say,
8. “man house you’re the of now the,
9. after and mum your your sister look.”
10. he took heart absolutely it to,
11. how time his mum asking the all was she,
12. became strain much the but eventually too.
13. unfair to thing do it was an.”
14. while contact with the Arctic planning similar to in for them little have is very he reasons.
15. spending departure is kit before he last days these preparing his, obsessively.
16. “ the on ice out,
17. is incapable one straightforward doing isn’t virtually that mending things or absolutely of
anything,”
18. says he.
19. will Ann Daniels be him with,
20. world’s polar of one the explorers leading,
21. photographer the expedition and, Martin Hartley.
22. six crew supported by a will of be they,
23. supplies flying in.
24. is actually a his part stressful with more someone team mentality to of being,
25. Pen says,
26. mind something else his and too on is.
27. “Thursday to on I’m 47 going be.
28. with done far than training I’ve I’m comfortable less.
29. urgent things more organisational always seem.
30. to of of almost myself going fearful I’m so what ask I’m.
Pen believes his mission reconnects exploration with the search for knowledge that drove
previous generations into the unknown. “Making it to the North Pole was ultimately a personal
ambition,” he admits, “and of limited value to anyone beyond the polar adventuring community.
This time, scientists will profit from the data, and we’re creating a platform in which to engage as
many people as possible in what’s happening in the Arctic Ocean. This is important work, and
nobody can do it but us,” he says. “Our skills, which are otherwise bizarre and socially redundant,
have become hyper-relevant. Suddenly, we’re socially useful again.”
1. In the first paragraph, what do we learn about Pen Hadow’s opinion of the new expedition?
A.
He thinks it may be harder than his previous journeys.
B.
He is looking forward to the scientific work it will involve.
C.
He feels certain that it will be successful.
D.
He is aware of the huge significance of its aims.

2. What does Mary Hadow think about her husband?
A.
He finds it hard to think about anything except his expeditions.
B.
He isn’t as determined as she is.
C.
He hasn’t got enough time to manage his business properly.
D.
He can’t run as quickly as he thinks he can.
3. When talking about leaving his children for long periods, Pen mentions feeling
A.
sad that he is missing so much of their growing up.
B.
ashamed that his wife has had to look after them so much.
C.
sorry that he can’t telephone more often.
D.
guilty that he once added to the pressure caused by his absence.
4. What is worrying Pen about the new expedition?
A.
whether he will be mentally prepared
B.
whether the arrangements he has made will turn out well
C.
whether he will still be fit enough to take part
D.
whether the equipment will work properly in icy conditions
5. When he compares the new expedition to his previous ones, Pen feels
A.
pleased that more people will benefit from it.
B.
relieved that the general public will be more supportive.
C.
uncertain if it will collect information.
doubtful about its long-term usefulness.

